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Pro ASP.NET Web API Security: Securing ASP.NET Web APIApress, 2013

	ASP.NET Web API is a key part of ASP.NET MVC 4 and the platform of choice for building RESTful services that can be accessed by a wide range of devices. Everything from JavaScript libraries to RIA plugins, RFID readers to smart phones can consume your services using platform-agnostic HTTP.

	

	With such wide accessibility,...
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Professional Development with Web APIs : Google, eBay, Amazon.com, MapPoint, FedExWrox Press, 2005
Professional Development with Web APIs
Web APIs are sets of application programming interfaces that allow programmers to write applications that use services offered by third parties.  At long last, you can now integrate the power of Web APIs from leading technology companies such as Google, eBay, PayPal, Amazon, MapPoint, UPS, and FedEx in...
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Mastering Python Scripting for System Administrators: Write scripts and automate them for real-world administration tasks using PythonPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Leverage the features and libraries of Python to administrate your environment efficiently.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to solve problems of system administrators and automate routine activities
	
			Learn to handle regular expressions, network administration
	...
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ASP.NET AJAX Programmer's Reference: with ASP.NET 2.0 or ASP.NET 3.5Wrox Press, 2007
ASP.NET programmers are familiar with the rich server-side programming in the ASP.NET/.NET Framework. ASP.NET AJAX adds many similar client-side features giving ASP.NET developers a feature-rich client-side framework for the first time. This book explains how ASP.NET AJAX simulates many of the rich programming features of the ASP.NET/.NET Framework...
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Professional ASP.NET Web ServicesWrox Press, 2001
This book will show you how to create high-quality Web Services using ASP.NET. It describes the standards that are core to the Web Services architecture and examines how these standards are integrated into ASP.NET. The processes involved in building and consuming Web Services are discussed along with in-depth code examples. The book concludes with...
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Java EE 8 Development with Eclipse: Develop, test, and troubleshoot Java Enterprise applications rapidly with Eclipse, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop and deploy fully functional applications and microservices utilising Tomcat, Glassfish servers, Cloud and docker in Java EE 8

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications
	
			Develop microservices with Docker Container and...
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Sams Teach Yourself XML in 21 Days, Third EditionSams Publishing, 2003
Sams Teach Yourself XML in 21 Days, written by expert author Steve Holzner, offers hundreds of real-world examples demonstrating the uses of XML and the newest tools developers need to make the most of it. In Week One, he starts from basic syntax, and discusses XML document structure, document types, and the...
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Delphi/Kylix Database DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2001
The aim of this book is to teach cross-platform database programming to Delphi 6 or Kylix programmers. The book will assume the reader has a basic understanding of databases, such as what tables, rows, columns, fields, indexes, etc. are. It will also assume the reader has a working knowledge of Delphi and/or Kylix. A thorough investigation of...
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Mining Amazon Web Services: Building Applications with the Amazon APISybex, 2004
Profit with Amazon Web Services—as a Buyer, Seller, or Independent      Developer
      
      In a few short years, Amazon has evolved from an online      bookstore into a complex marketplace comprised of thousands of vendors, millions      of customers, and an ever-widening selection of products.
      ...
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Web Services Platform Architecture: SOAP, WSDL, WS-Policy, WS-Addressing, WS-BPEL, WS-Reliable Messaging, and MorePrentice Hall, 2005
The Insider's Guide to Building Breakthrough Services with Today's New Web  Services PlatformUsing today's new Web services platform, you can build services  that are secure, reliable, efficient at handling transactions, and well suited  to your evolving service-oriented architecture. What's more, you can do all that  without compromising the...
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From P2P to Web Services and Grids: Peers in a Client/Server WorldSpringer, 2004
"From P2P to Web Services and Grids" provides a comprehensive overview of emerging distributed-systems technologies. It covers peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, which have revolutionized the way we think about distributed computing and the internet, alternative solutions, most notably web services and Grid computing, but...
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Flash Remoting: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2003
Flash Remoting MX lets developers easily integrate rich Macromedia Flash content with applications that are built using ColdFusion, ASP.NET, Java, PHP, or SOAP-based web services. The result is complex client/server applications that more closely resemble desktop applications than traditional web pages. Build applications that connect to a...
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